Cell size control by ovarian factors regulates juvenile hormone synthesis in corpora allata of the cockroach, Diploptera punctata.
The corpora allata synthesize and release juvenile hormone (JH) that in turn regulates insect growth, metamorphosis and reproduction. In the corpus allatum (CA) of the female adult cockroach Diploptera punctata, cyclic rise and decline in JH synthesis rates occur concurrently with cyclic growth and atrophy during an ovarian cycle. Here, we report that protein content decreases, whereas Golgi population, lysosomal content and autophagic activities increase with decrease in CA cell size. Also, the concentration of cyclic GMP (cGMP) is low in large cells and high in small cells. Results of treating CA with ovarian tissue suggest that a putative peptidergic growth regulator released from mature ovaries acts directly on active CA cells and induces the elevation of intracellular cGMP content. Consequently, elevated cGMP may inhibit protein synthesis or trigger massive and synchronous autophagic activities, resulting in cell atrophy and reduction of protein content. As a result of the depletion of cellular machinery, CA glands exhibit long-term depression in JH synthesis.